News Article Rubric
Rating Scale: 10= All-Around Excellence   8 = Solid, needs minor improvement   6 = Needs improvement   4 =Needs Major Improvement 2-0=Fails to meet criteria or is missing
_______1. Strong, engaging, effective lead
_______2. Uses inverted pyramid arrangement as appropriate
_______3. Effective use of direct quotes
_______4. Effective use of indirect quotes
_______5. Seems factually correct
_______6. Correct AP style
_______7. Correct mechanics (punctuation, grammar, usage)
_______8. Written in news style (concise wording, strong verbs, active voice, past tense verbs)
_______9. Uses wide variety of sources (primary, community, student, faculty)
_______10. Subject matter well-suited to audience

Additional comments:













Feature Article Rubric

Rating Scale: 10= All-Around Excellence   8 = Solid, needs minor improvement   6 = Needs improvement   4 =Needs Major Improvement 2-0=Fails to meet criteria or is missing
_______1. Engaging, inviting lead
_______2. Uses appropriate organizational method (i.e. chronological, episodic, thematic)
_______3. Effective use of direct quotes
_______4. Effective use of indirect quotes
_______5. Seems factually correct
_______6. Correct AP style
_______7. Correct mechanics (punctuation, grammar, usage)
_______8. Appropriate voice for topic
_______9. Uses wide variety of sources (primary, community, student, faculty)
_______10. Subject matter well-suited to audience

Additional comments:











Sports Article Rubric

Rating Scale: 10= All-Around Excellence   8 = Solid, needs minor improvement   6 = Needs improvement   4 =Needs Major Improvement 2-0=Fails to meet criteria or is missing
_______1. Strong, effective lead
_______2. Uses inverted pyramid organization as appropriate
_______3. Effective use of direct quotes
_______4. Effective use of indirect quotes
_______5. Seems factually correct
_______6. Correct AP style
_______7. Correct mechanics (punctuation, grammar, usage)
_______8. Written in news style (concise wording, strong verbs, active voice, past tense verbs)
_______9. Uses wide variety of sources (primary, community, student, faculty)
_______10. Subject matter well-suited to audience

Additional comments:












Editorial Rubric

Rating Scale: 10= All-Around Excellence   8 = Solid, needs minor improvement   6 = Needs improvement   4 =Needs Major Improvement 2-0=Fails to meet criteria or is missing

_______1. Clear thesis
_______2. Uses facts/evidence for support and validation
_______3. Effective use of direct quotes for support, clarification, validation
_______4. Effective use of indirect quotes for support, clarification, validation
_______5. Anticipates and addresses other viewpoints
_______6. Correct AP style
_______7. Correct mechanics (punctuation, grammar, usage)
_______8. Written in appropriate style (concise wording, strong verbs, active voice, past tense   
                   verbs) 
_______9. Clear, effective logic is used to persuade
_______10. Subject matter well-suited to audience

Additional comments:









Column Rubric

Rating Scale: 10= All-Around Excellence   8 = Solid, needs minor improvement   6 = Needs improvement   4 =Needs Major Improvement 2-0=Fails to meet criteria or is missing

_______1. Clear topic
_______2. Uses facts/evidence for support and validation
_______3. Effective use of direct quotes for support, clarification, validation
_______4. Effective use of indirect quotes for support, clarification, validation
_______5. Anticipates and addresses other viewpoints
_______6. Correct AP style
_______7. Correct mechanics (punctuation, grammar, usage)
_______8. Written in appropriate style (concise wording, strong verbs, active voice, past tense   
                   verbs) 
_______9. Clear, effective logic is used to persuade
_______10. Subject matter well-suited to audience

Additional comments:









Handicap Awareness Article Rubric

Rating Scale: 10= All-Around Excellence   8 = Solid, needs minor improvement   6 = Needs improvement   4 =Needs Major Improvement 2-0=Fails to meet criteria or is missing
_______1. Engaging, inviting lead
_______2. Uses appropriate organizational method (i.e. chronological, episodic, thematic)
_______3. Effective use of direct quotes
_______4. Effective use of indirect quotes
_______5. Seems factually correct
_______6. Correct AP style
_______7. Correct mechanics (punctuation, grammar, usage)
_______8. Provides a unique insight into this handicap
_______9. Uses wide variety of sources (primary, community, student, faculty)
_______10. Article adds to community conversation about handicap

Additional comments:











Review Rubric

Rating Scale: 10= All-Around Excellence   8 = Solid, needs minor improvement   6 = Needs improvement   4 =Needs Major Improvement 2-0=Fails to meet criteria or is missing
_______1. Engaging, inviting lead
_______2. Uses appropriate organizational method (i.e. chronological, episodic, thematic)
_______3. Effective use of direct quotes
_______4. Effective use of indirect quotes
_______5. Provides summary of plot without revealing the dénouement
_______6. Correct AP style
_______7. Correct mechanics (punctuation, grammar, usage)
_______8. Provides a unique insight into the reviewed material
_______9. Uses wide variety of sources (primary, community, student, faculty)
_______10. Article provides information intended to help readers make 
                      reading/viewing/purchasing decisions

Additional comments:











Editorial Artwork Rubric

Rating Scale: 10= All-Around Excellence   8 = Solid, needs minor improvement   6 = Needs improvement   4 =Needs Major Improvement 2-0=Fails to meet criteria or is missing
_______1. Information is accurate
_______2. Drawing is high-quality  
_______3. Humor in good taste may be evident
_______4. Artwork addresses an issue that might be important to audience
_______5. Correct mechanics (punctuation, grammar, usage) UNLESS non-standard style is                                  	       used for effect                         
_______6. Provides a unique insight about an issue
_______7. Artwork might be provocative  
_______8. Artwork avoids offence
_______9. Details are used to enhance understanding
_______10. Artwork is signed

Additional comments:


